Abstract. We consider the problem of distribution-free property testing of functions. In this setting of property testing, the distance between functions is measured with respect to a fixed but unknown distribution D on the domain, and the testing algorithms have an oracle access to random sampling from the domain according to this distribution D. This notion of distribution-free testing was previously defined, but no distribution-free property testing algorithm was known for any (nontrivial) property. By extending known results (from "standard", uniform distribution property testing), we present the first such distribution-free algorithms for two of the central problems in this field:
Introduction
The classical notion of decision problems requires an algorithm to distinguish objects having some property P from those objects which do not have the property. Property testing is a recently-introduced relaxation of decision problems, where algorithms are only required to distinguish objects having the property P from those which are at least " -far" from every such object. The notion of property testing was introduced by Rubinfeld and Sudan [35] and since then attracted a considerable amount of attention. Property testing algorithms (or property testers) were introduced for problems in graph theory (e.g. [2, 23, 24, 30] ), monotonicity testing (e.g. [9, 13, 14, 18, 19, 22] ) and other properties (e.g. [1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 17, 20, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 34] ; the reader is referred to excellent surveys by Ron [33] , Goldreich [21] , and Fischer [16] for a presentation of some of this work, including some connections between property testing and other topics). The main goal of property testers is to avoid "reading" the whole object (which requires complexity at least linear in the size of its representation); i.e., to make the decision by reading a small (possibly, selected at random) fraction of the input (e.g., a fraction of size polynomial in 1/ and poly-logarithmic in the size of the representation) and still having a good (say, at least 2/3) probability of success.
A crucial component in the definition of property testing is that of the distance between two objects. For the purpose of this definition, it is common to think of objects as being functions over some domain X . For example, a graph G may be thought of as a function f G : V × V → {0, 1} indicating for each edge e whether it exists in the graph. The distance between functions f and g is then measured by considering the set X f =g of all points x where f (x) = g(x) and comparing the size of this set X f =g to that of X ; equivalently, one may introduce a uniform distribution over X and measure the probability of picking x ∈ X f =g . Note that property testers access the input function (object) via membership queries (i.e., the algorithm gives a value x and gets f (x)).
It is natural to generalize the above definition of distance between two functions, to deal with arbitrary probability distributions D over X , by measuring the probability of X f =g according to D. Ideally, one would hope to get distributionfree property testers. A distribution-free tester for a given property P accesses the function using membership queries, as above, and by randomly sampling the fixed but unknown distribution D (this mimics similar definitions from learning theory and is implemented via an oracle access to D; see, e.g., [26] 3 ). As before, the tester is required to accept the given function f with probability at least 2 3 if f satisfies the property P, and to reject it with probability at least 2 3 if f is at least -far from P with respect to the distribution D.
Indeed, these definitions of distance with respect to an arbitrary distribution D and of distribution-free testing were already considered in the context of property testing [23] . However, to the best of our knowledge, no distribution-free property tester was known for any (non-trivial) property (besides testing algorithms that follow from the existence of proper learning algorithms in learningtheory [23] ). Moreover, discouraging impossibility results, due to [23] , show that for many graph-theoretic properties (for which testers that work with respect to the uniform distribution are known) no such (efficient) distribution-free tester exists. As a result, most previous work focused on testers for the uniform distribution; some of these algorithms can be generalized to deal with certain (quite limited) classes of distributions (e.g., product distributions [23]), and very few can be modified to be testers with respect to any known distribution (as was observed by [16] regarding the tester presented in [28] ), but none is shown to be a distribution-free tester. Let us review some of the central problems, studied in the context of property testing, which are relevant to the current work.
Low-degree tests for polynomials. The first problem studied in the field of property testing was that of low-degree testing for multivariate polynomials over a
